
 

Benefits of the NES miHealth 
 

 

 

miHealth is an award-winning bioelectric device providing “microcurrent” therapy in a 
unique way through global scaling. It also includes the benefits of real-time biofeedback 
to better stimulate the body’s natural healing processes. And it combines “frequency” 
therapy with NES Health’s proprietary “information” therapy, helping to restore optimal 
function to the energy control system that drives all the activity of the body. 
 

 

“On Body” with Built-In Electrodes / Real-Time Biofeedback 
miHealth offers “on body” support through built-in electrodes introducing “microcurrent” 
frequencies into the skin. These allow for treatment without any attachments, making it 
easy to use as a stand-alone device targeting specific areas of the body. They also 
allow for real-time biofeedback as you move the electrodes across the skin in a 
localized area, helping to identify areas that need support, and adapting every pulse to 
the needs of the body to better stimulate a healing response. This alone makes it more 
advanced than TENS units, which are widely used to address pain. But as you’ll see 
below, miHealth goes far beyond that with its other features as well. 
 
miHealth also supports the use of optional external electrodes, giving greater flexibility 
in the way the device can be used. 
 

 

“Off Body” without Electrodes 
miHealth provides also “off body” support, producing its frequencies with a pulsed 
magnetic field to interact with the body whether electrodes are used or not. Users can 
benefit by selecting a setting and simply keeping the miHealth near them while it runs. 
 

 

Global Scaling Frequencies Used 
“Global Scaling” refers to certain intervals of sizes, shapes, and rhythms that nature 
prefers, including frequency intervals it uses to create and maintain life. In our model, 
there are “proton resonance frequencies” that resonate with the very foundation of 
matter. Introducing these with the miHealth helps to restore matter to its natural state, 
and also gives us the most efficient and effective frequencies for carrying health 
instructions into the body. miHealth is the only microcurrent device we’re aware of that 
uses global scaling, and it does so when used both on body and off body. 
 
Global scaling explains why miHealth’s frequencies are precise down to several decimal 
places, and why miHealth does not use as many frequencies as other devices do; 
instead, miHealth focuses on nature’s preferred intervals as we understand them. 
 
Each miHealth treatment setting uses multiple global scaling frequencies to energize, 
harmonize, and calm any related tissues. 
 



 

 

Corrective Information: a NES Health Exclusive 
miHealth uses its precise frequencies to also carry corrective sets of information to the 
body, or instructions on how energy and communication should flow. Energy in its pure 
state has a pure frequency, but when you combine energy into atoms, molecules, and 
even human cells, you end up with extremely complex frequency patterns. This gives 
every cell in the body its own energy signature, so to speak. 
 
miHealth “instructions” are resonant with these complex patterns, reminding the body 
how to function in the best possible way. This helps restore the body’s natural ability to 
get well and stay well. This means we are coupling the most precise “frequency” 
therapy available with an even more subtle and profound system of support every time 
the miHealth is used. These instructions are based on 30+ years of exclusive research 
into the nature of the body’s energy control system, and they are only available from 
NES Health. 
 
With more than 100 settings to choose from, themes of support on the miHealth include: 
 

• Physical 

• Energy 

• Mental / Emotional 

• Wellbeing 

• Protection 

• Transformations / Chakras 
 
miHealth also supports the free flow of energy and communication along the meridians 
by targeting specific areas of the body with our exclusive Energetic Rejuvenators. 
 

 

Built-In Controls 
miHealth has a built-in touch screen to run all its functions and does not need to interact 
with a smartphone for this purpose. It can, however, sync with other devices in order to 
run wellness assessments, described below. 
 

 

Health Professional Support & Wellness Assessments 
miHealth is only sold through health professionals, who provide direct support to their 
customers on how to use the device. miHealth also provides wellness assessments, 
whose results are available through optional consultations with these professionals. 
 
This assessment is based on a holistic map of the body’s energy control system that 
took 30+ years to develop. It looks at how the body interacts with its environment, how 
well charged it is, and how well communication is taking place. It guides the user on 
what miHealth settings (and other remedies) are needed for support, along with matters 
of lifestyle and personal development. 


